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Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Unfortunately the van was
sold, but I appreciated the response. I did not have enough of an experience to rate them a 5 but
the 4 isn't finding any fault either. Two younger guys who knew what they were doing. Gave me
a fair trade on my vehicle and I bought a vehicle from them. Would do business with them again
no doubt. Family business, great experience. Sean is a really nice guy who will help you with
honest feedback. I would buy from them again. The salesperson was very helpful when we
called and he explained everything about the vehicle we were interested. We had agreed to a
price, but unfortunately we were unable to arrange financing in time. Very good experience.
Dealer is located 3hours and 30 mins away. Service was exceptional, it was definitely worth the
drive. Easy to deal with and very quick responses. Would recommend to anyone looking for a
used car. I was impressed with the level of service the owner gives to his clients. Raul will go
the extra mile to satisfy his customers. Great place to buy used cars. Went to visit the
dealership and found the vehicle unlocked. Looked inside the vehicle then the outside. No one
came out to see me or answer any questions. I left the dealership without seeing anyone. Nice
and friendly to me. Their kind gestures impressed me; and I cherished all. I was relieved to meet
such human dealers. I got new contacts and widened my social environment. And I accepted
the deal with more enthusiasm. They quickly understood my need and worries and were morally
helpful and honest. Indeed, it was a thoughtful index, good service with the ability to quickly
respond my questions and serve me at home. Plus, car rode rough and clearly needed work but
apparently they only fix the car up after bill of sale. Seemed like too many unknowns for us. The
Accord suffers by comparison to some of its longtime rivals, which have received updated
interiors and powerplants and overall freshening in recent years, and direly needs the update
due in The Accord still has much going for it. The Honda Accord may not stand head and
shoulders above the crowd in the midsize sedan market, as its predecessors once did. Its
longtime rival, the Toyota Camry, and others perhaps have closed the gap and may even have
passed the Accord in some regards, but do not count this Honda mainstay out. The Honda
Accord which also comes as the Accord Coupe still manages to hold its own and promises a
bright future: A makeover with an eye on appealing to a younger audience is due for The Honda
Accord has plenty going for it as is â€” it handles well, has lots of room in the interior and is an
overall top performer â€” and will continue to draw its fair share of the market. Honda tweaked
the Accord some for to help tide it over to its scheduled update, but little changes for , other
than making its USB audio interface standard across the board. Honda sends its various Accord
trims out with one of three powerplants. A modified offering of that engine at hp and lb-ft of
torque comes standard in all EX trims. A 5-speed manual transmission comes standard with
either setup, and a 5-speed automatic is available. The 5-speed automatic transmission comes
standard in both trims. The Honda Accord receives good grades from reviewers for its
responsive steering. But they tend to mark it down for acceleration, and they feel it drives like a
larger car, generally a positive for ride quality, but not so much when it brings a bit of body roll
in corners and affects the way the car handles. The talk is that Honda may address this issue
some with its redesign by cutting back a bit on the size of the Accord. That move, as well as
making the Accord more fun to drive and more ready to compete with some of its rivals in that
department, will be designed to benefit its fuel mileage rating, too. The version collects mixed
reviews in several areas, one being in road noise. There are experts who feel it is too noisy,
especially on the highway and in comparison to others on the market, while some call it quiet.
The cabin of the Honda Accord comes up for debate among experts, too. It collects high marks
for roominess, particularly in the rear, across the board. After that, though, there is not a lot of
consensus. The Accord again probably suffers a bit from past success in this regard. Most
reviewers note that it once was a clear leader in the field when it came to the interior, in quality
of materials as well as design. Other cars and companies have caught up and surpassed it now,
some feel. They praise its comfortable seating for passengers as well as the driver and the
more-than-adequate size of its trunk. The Honda Accord scores well in government and
insurance industry crash tests, as have the Accords that have preceded it. Safety features
include side-impact airbags for the front seats and side curtain airbags, all-disc antilock brakes
and stability and traction control. Owners of the Honda Accord offer up a set of mixed reviews
of their vehicles that are similar to those provided by the experts. Many of them swear by the
Accord, but others appear more likely to swear at it. Those in the former corner appreciate its
smooth ride, fuel mileage, power and roominess and declare it one of the best values for a car
around. A solid, dependable long-lasting car. We'll help you find great deals among tens of
thousands of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer
reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to
find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. Once you're ready to narrow down
your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,

drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, or photos, our filters can help with that too. Certified Honda
Accord for Sale Nationwide. All Years to All Years. Postal Code. Radius 25 km 50 km 75 km km
km km Nationwide. Find Honda Accord listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Request
Information. Image Not Available. Authorized Honda Dealer. The Good. Read more. Why Use
CarGurus? Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. It was a good
experience. The dealer responded quickly and sent a video of the car so I could see it. The car
had too much rust and I'm thinking it has something major wrong with it and thats the reason its
being sold as is so I'm not interested in the car. I also didnt realize it was Myers selling it, The
car I have now is from Myers and I would not buy another one from them after the service I got
from there. It was not Myers Infiniti, but it was still Myers. Salesman was helpful, unfortunately
the car wasn't in selling condition. Tires were done and the car was dirty. Great experience and
very helpful staff however the vehicle they had wasn't quite what we were looking for. Went to
visit the dealership and found the vehicle unlocked. Looked inside the vehicle then the outside.
No one came out to see me or answer any questions. I left the dealership without seeing
anyone. Exceptional service! Many thanks to Jacob, Huseyn and Tony for a terrific experience!
Did not respond quickly. We contacted then over the phone after a couple of days. They told us
the truck was sold. I received an email confirming the sale two days after the verbal
confirmation. Honda sells the Accord as a 2-door coupe and a 4-door sedan. Honda offers two
factory options for the Accord EX-L. All Accord Hybrids have a unique grille and a special
aluminum wheel design. In addition to plug-in hybrid powertrain technology that gives it a short
EV-only driving range, this model has bio-fabric upholstery, heated rear seats, blue-tinted
taillight bezels and forged aluminum wheels with aerodynamic covers. The Accord Plug-in also
includes an Acoustic Vehicle Alerting System to let bystanders know that an electric vehicle is
approaching. They range from useful features like remote engine start, rear parking assist
sensors, an auto-dimming rear-view mirror, a cargo net and a cool cargo hook, to features
seemingly designed to accelerate depreciation, such as door visors and an Aero Kit. As I
alluded to earlier, I like the way the Accord Sport looks, especially with its inch aluminum
wheels. Since it was redesigned for the model year, the Accord looks premium and upscale, taut
and athletic, like the sheet metal is wrapped as tightly as possible around the underlying
structure. Inside, the Accord demonstrates a class-above look and feel. Most models are
equipped with a horsepower, 2. Fuel economy ranges from 24 mpg in the city to 36 mpg on the
highway, depending on transmission choice. A hp, 3. This is a far more sophisticated setup
than what Honda has previously offered, comprised of a 2. Three different driver-selectable
powertrain modes are available: Electric-only, Hybrid and Engine-only. Taken together, these
components generate a combined horsepower, while the gasoline engine makes horsepower
when the car is operated in Engine-only mode. The EPA gives this model an astounding mpg
city fuel economy rating, in addition to 45 mpg on the highway and 47 mpg in combined driving.
For greater electric-only range at much higher speeds, the Accord Plug-in is designed to travel
up to 13 miles on electricity alone thanks to its larger 6. The first thing I noticed was how quiet
and refined this engine is, and how responsive the CVT is. Push the go pedal harder, such as
when accelerating down a freeway on-ramp, and it does exhibit the steady-rpm droning
common to this type of transmission. However, the droning is brief, and as soon as the driver
relents on the accelerator, the CVT quickly adjusts to lower rpm and quiets down in rapid
fashion. Cruising on the freeway, the Accord is relatively free of wind, road and engine noise,
and feels firmly affixed to the pavement. Suspension tuning errs on the side of communication
about the road surface, but this is a good thing. Around town, the Accord feels smaller than it
isâ€”nimble, graceful and light on its feet. Parking this car is easy, though the bigger inch
wheels have a slightly negative impact on turning radius when squeezing into tight spaces or
making U-turns. Not that this should come as a surprise to anyone. Most of the places an
Accord owner is likely to come into contact with the cabin are soft, plush and pleasing to the
touch. Additionally, the Accord is roomy, spacious and comfortable. There is no shortage of
rear seat legroom, and while the rear backrest is reclined a little too much for my liking, the
bottom cushion is supportive. Measuring Also, note that the trunk shrinks a bit to Honda is
smart about how it packages technology for the Accord, giving buyers what they most likely
want in the more affordable trims. At the same time, however, because the company offers
factory options only for the EX-L model, the automaker simultaneously limits customer choice.
For example, if all you really care about is being able to connect your smartphone via Bluetooth,
to stream music and to both receive and send text messages in a safe manner, then the Accord
LX and Accord Sport meet your requirements. As such, my Accord Sport test car was sparsely
outfitted in terms of technology, but the modern basics are present and accounted for. As I

mentioned previously, Honda includes as standard equipment for the Accord the features most
people are most likely to want most of the time, but asks buyers to spend more money on
successively more expensive trim levels to gain access to additional technology. Dealers can
install rear parking assist sensors. Essentially, this is a blind-spot monitoring system that
works only for the right side of the car. Using a camera, the system displays an actual view of
what is alongside the Accord on the dashboard monitor. Instead of LaneWatch, I wish the
Accord had a traditional blind-spot information system that worked on both sides and showed a
warning light near the side mirrors and emitted a warning beep to indicate potential danger. The
good news is that the Accord gets excellent crash-test ratings. As it does in every other section
of this review, the Accord excels when it comes to cost effectiveness. The least favorable thing I
can say about it is that during my testing, which included a mix of freeway, city, suburban and
country driving, the Accord Sport returned In other measures, the Accord proves itself worthy
of left-brain consideration. Both J. Power and Consumer Reports predict that this Honda will
prove better than average in terms of long-term dependability and reliability, while ALG gives
the Accord a 5-star rating for holding its value over time. Add the fact that Kelley Blue Book
says the Accord demonstrates the lowest cost of ownership over the first 5 years that it is
parked in your driveway, and this car is even harder to pass up. Better yet, because the Accord
is a volume seller, dealers are almost always willing to make a deal. As this review is written,
Honda is clearing out models using subsidized leases and low-interest financing. As soon as
the old Accords are cleared from lots, this Accord will be eligible for the same kinds of deals.
We'll help you find great deals among tens of thousands of vehicles available nationwide on
CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all,
over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their
area. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,
mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, or photos, our filters can
help with that too. All Years to All Years. Postal Code. Radius 25 km 50 km 75 km km km km
Nationwide. Email me price drops and new listings for these results. Best deals first. CarGurus
User. Request Information. Authorized Honda Dealer. Image Not Available. Hawkesbury Honda.
The Leasing Company. Has some cosmetics issues, no tire removed tools, driver seat electrical
problem, and pain peel off from hood and fenders. Features are ok. I was coming from an Audi
A7 so hard to compare. Great value but did think the stereo was a little disappointing. We
currently also own a Acura Tl with the tech package and the audio system in that is way better
then even the Audi with the Bose system. Other then that really like the Accord. Oh my, what a
great vehicle. Superior function with great features! I feel it is an excellent buy. The touring
model is tops! Why Use CarGurus? Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep
you safe. Had an interest in a vehicle, time to get away for a test drive just wasn't convenient.
Otherwise the staff was helpful in my interest. Great experience. Everyone was helpful,
especially Gerardo the salesman and Dane in finance. Sales people were very direct and up
front. Drove from out of town and was able to get most of negotiating done before I brought my
wife in. Fast, quick, and efficient. Nice and resposive. Car sold while I was making the 2 hr drive.
They filled my car up with gas. Jason was very thorough and informative. Just friendly all
around. Was able to test drive the vehicle with very little hassle. Never felt pressured at all. It
really felt like they just wanted to be there to answer any questions I may have had. Eli was truly
amazing! Very good experience with David. Professional, no haggle, a pleasure to work with.
The dealer responded quickly to questions and provided the answers needed. I have purchased
three vehicles here in the past. Always a positive experience! Good experience. Very
professional and friendly. I test drove the car but did not purchase. Looking at other options.
The salesman is doing a great job. He does everything and answers questions about what l
need. I was shown a different car when I arrived. I neve write reviews, but i had to for this one
because this dealer was amazing! They went above and beyond to help me even before I was
able to come in and see the vehicles. I live a few hours from the dealership and Brad that works
there was amazing in sending me pictures and being available to answer questions and help
when I needed! They made the process so easy and smooth!! I would recommend them to
anyone looking to buy a car! I love my new RAV4! This is a top notch dealer. Very professional,
friendly and knowledgeable. They were very up front about the car I was interested in and
disclosed all the information they had on it. I did not purchase this car Firebird but only because
it was too much car for my son. I personally loved the car! Munsterman Automotive Group was
very professional and nice. They got back to me right away and were very helpful. Very good
appraisal of my car and was honest to tell me that there is nothing that can be done to trade at
this time. Dealer and I agreed on a fair price for my trade and this car and when I got to the
dealership all agreements were honored and the sale was quick and very easy. Would definitely

buy from again. After initial contact, salesman advises in subsequent note he "thought" the car
had traded We waited 2 hours for another vehicle, even tho' I had explained my time limitation.
Then the "Honda Certified" as represented, turned out not to be certified at all. Whole
experience was a joke Honda sells the Accord as a 2-door coupe and a 4-door sedan. Honda
offers two factory options for the Accord EX-L. All Accord Hybrids have a unique grille and a
special aluminum wheel design. In addition to plug-in hybrid powertrain technology that gives it
a short EV-only driving range, this model has bio-fabric upholstery, heated rear seats,
blue-tinted taillight bezels and forged aluminum wheels with aerodynamic covers. The Accord
Plug-in also includes an Acoustic Vehicle Alerting System to let bystanders know that an
electric vehicle is approaching. They range from useful features like remote engine start, rear
parking assist sensors, an auto-dimming rear-view mirror, a cargo net and a cool cargo hook, to
features seemingly designed to accelerate depreciation, such as door visors and an Aero Kit.
As I alluded to earlier, I like the way the Accord Sport looks, especially with its inch aluminum
wheels. Since it was redesigned for the model year, the Accord looks premium and upscale, taut
and athletic, like the sheet metal is wrapped as tightly as possible around the underlying
structure. Inside, the Accord demonstrates a class-above look and feel. Most models are
equipped with a horsepower, 2. Fuel economy ranges from 24 mpg in the city to 36 mpg on the
highway, depending on transmission choice. A hp, 3. This is a far more sophisticated setup
than what Honda has previously offered, comprised of a 2. Three different driver-selectable
powertrain modes are available: Electric-only, Hybrid and Engine-only. Taken together, these
components generate a combined horsepower, while the gasoline engine makes horsepower
when the car is operated in Engine-only mode. The EPA gives this model an astounding mpg
city fuel economy rating, in addition to 45 mpg on the highway and 47 mpg in combined driving.
For greater electric-only range at much higher speeds, the Accord Plug-in is designed to travel
up to 13 miles on electricity alone thanks to its larger 6. The first thing I noticed was how quiet
and refined this engine is, and how responsive the CVT is. Push the go pedal harder, such as
when accelerating down a freeway on-ramp, and it does exhibit the steady-rpm droning
common to this type of transmission. However, the droning is brief, and as soon as the driver
relents on the accelerator, the CVT quickly adjusts to lower rpm and quiets down in rapid
fashion. Cruising on the freeway, the Accord is relatively free of wind, road and engine noise,
and feels firmly affixed to the pavement. Suspension tuning errs on the side of communication
about the road surface, but this is a good thing. Around town, the Accord feels smaller than it
isâ€”nimble, graceful and light on its feet. Parking this car is easy, though the bigger inch
wheels have a slightly negative impact on turning radius when squeezing into tight spaces or
making U-turns. Not that this should come as a surprise to anyone. Most of the places an
Accord owner is likely to come into contact with the cabin are soft, plush and pleasing to the
touch. Additionally, the Accord is roomy, spacious and comfortable. There is no shortage of
rear seat legroom, and while the rear backrest is reclined a little too much for my liking, the
bottom cushion is supportive. Measuring Also, note that the trunk shrinks a bit to Honda is
smart about how it packages technology for the Accord, giving buyers what they most likely
want in the more affordable trims. At the same time, however, because the company offers
factory options only for the EX-L model, the automaker simultaneously limits customer choice.
For example, if all you really care about is being able to connect your smartphone via Bluetooth,
to stream music and to both receive and send text messages in a safe manner, then the Accord
LX and Accord Sport meet your requirements. As such, my Accord Sport test car was sparsely
outfitted in terms of technology, but the modern basics are present and accounted for. As I
mentioned previously, Honda includes as standard equipment for the Accord the features most
people are most likely to want most of the time, but asks buyers to spend more money on
successively more expensive trim levels to gain access to additional technology. Dealers can
install rear parking assist sensors. Essentially, this is a blind-spot monitoring system that
works only for the right side of the car. Using a camera, the system displays an actual view of
what is alongside the Accord on the dashboard monitor. Instead of LaneWatch, I wish the
Accord had a traditional blind-spot information system that worked on both sides and showed a
warning light near the side mirrors and emitted a warning beep to indicate potential danger. The
good news is that the Accord gets excellent crash-test ratings. As it does in every other section
of this review, the Accord excels when it comes to cost effectiveness. The least favorable thing I
can say about it is that during my testing, which included a mix of freeway, city, suburban and
country driving, the Accord Sport returned In other measures, the Accord proves itself worthy
of left-brain consideration. Both J. Power and Consumer Reports predict that this Honda will
prove better than average in terms of long-term dependability and reliability, while ALG gives
the Accord a 5-star rating for holding its value over time. Add the fact that Kelley Blue Book
says the Accord demonstrates the lowest cost of ownership over the first 5 years that it is

parked in your driveway, and this car is even harder to pass up. Better yet, because the Accord
is a volume seller, dealers are almost always willing to make a deal. As this review is written,
Honda is clearing out models using subsidized leases and low-interest financing. As soon as
the old Accords are cleared from lots, this Accord will be eligible for the same kinds of deals.
We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on
CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all,
over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their
area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on
CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,
mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available
financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75
mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Email me price drops and new listings for these results. Best deals
first. CarGurus User. Max Motors Harrisonville. Has some cosmetics issues, no tire removed
tools, driver seat electrical problem, and pain peel off from hood and fenders. Features are ok. I
was coming from an Audi A7 so hard to compare. Great value but did think the stereo was a
little disappointing. We currently also own a Acura Tl with the tech package and the audio
system in that is way better then even the Audi with the Bose system. Other then that really like
the Accord. Oh my, what a great vehicle. Superior function with great features! I feel it is an
excellent buy. The touring model is tops! Why Use CarGurus? Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. Although I didn't purchase a car with them, they
were very good with responding and helping with my search. Prompt initial responses from
several people. They did not answer my initial questions right away. I had to re-ask in follow-up
email. Be sure to read disclaimer about dealer closing fees. Maybe more dealers are doing this
now or is more common in certain parts of the country. I think they made a reasonable effort
overall. Never did get a value for possible trade. Never go there again If this vehicle available
next month - I will purchase this car. But yeah, Jose called me within 30 minutes. Called and got
the run around. I made a 10 am appointment for sat and received a call at am sat morning
saying the car was in service. And will get a call back when it was in site. No call back so I
called and asked for a cash price and wasn't given one but a formula that was inflated. Then
radio silence and when I called 4 days later was told the car is sold. Horrible communication
and follow up. Dealer reached out but was trying to get me to look at others cars when I was just
interested in the one I inquired about. I proceeded to ask about fees since there's a handful of
negative reviews saying their fees are unreasonable. Never got a reply back. I called about the
car multiple times, set an appointment, confirmed the location and drove nearly three hours to
find out the car is still being shipped. Waited over an hour for them to figure all this information
out. I've never dealt with a dealership so dishonest with their approach to selling vehicles. A few
things to keep in mind, this dealer has the following fees 1, Dealer fee documentation fee 1,
Vichicle equipment fee From what the sales rep told me these fees are non negotiable. This was
a very good experience, I want to thank you for your reply. I wish I could only have you in my
state with the vehicle. Your professionalism you should me despite my circumstances you
never wavered in attempt to help me, I want to say from the bottom of my heart thank you for
letting me know there is still good people in the world. Then started their game while I was
taking on the phone. Price here on app is fake. If u paying cash its 2k more they said on top
other fees. I was very impressed with the quick response, although with the covid I'm inclined to
wait. But the price for hinda was little too high. Awesome Customer Service they went the extra
mile to make sure I got the deal done!!! The dealer didn't really answer my questions about the
vehicle. They only wanted to know when I could come in for a test drive. The experience was
okay although it was my own fault I didn't notice some damage on the passenger door until
after I'd already said I'd buy the car. Check engine light was on asked them to fix the problem
and get back to me. They said no. Very unkind and did not show the car well, asked to check
credit first This is a place you should never never go to Even a star is a waste. Honda sells the
Accord as a 2-door coupe and a 4-door sedan. Honda offers two factory options for the Accord
EX-L. All Accord Hybrids have a unique grille and a special aluminum wheel design. In addition
to plug-in hybrid powertrain technology that gives it a short EV-only driving range, this model
has bio-fabric upholstery, heated rear seats, blue-tinted taillight bezels and forged aluminum
wheels with aerodynamic covers. The Accord Plug-in also includes an Acoustic Vehicle Alerting
System to let bystanders know that an electric vehicle is approaching. They range from useful
features like remote engine start, rear parking assist sensors, an auto-dimming rear-view mirror,
a cargo net and a cool cargo hook, to features seemingly designed to accelerate depreciation,
such as door visors and an Aero Kit. As I alluded to earlier, I like the way the Accord Sport
looks, especially with its inch aluminum wheels. Since it was redesigned for the model year, the

Accord looks premium and upscale, taut and athletic, like the sheet metal is wrapped as tightly
as possible around the underlying structure. Inside, the Accord demonstrates a class-above
look and feel. Most models are equipped with a horsepower, 2. Fuel economy ranges from 24
mpg in the city to 36 mpg on the highway, depending on transmission choice. A hp, 3. This is a
far more sophisticated setup than what Honda has previously offered, comprised of a 2. Three
different driver-selectable powertrain modes are available: Electric-only, Hybrid and
Engine-only. Taken together, these components generate a combined horsepower, while the
gasoline engine makes horsepower when the car is operated in Engine-only mode. The EPA
gives this model an astounding mpg city fuel economy rating, in addition to 45 mpg on the
highway and 47 mpg in combined driving. For greater electric-only range at much higher
speeds, the Accord Plug-in is designed to travel up to 13 miles on electricity alone thanks to its
larger 6. The first thing I noticed was how quiet and refined this engine is, and how responsive
the CVT is. Push the go pedal harder, such as when accelerating down a freeway on-ramp, and
it does exhibit the steady-rpm droning common to this type of transmission. However, the
droning is brief, and as soon as the driver relents on the accelerator, the CVT quickly adjusts to
lower rpm and quiets down in rapid fashion. Cruising on the freeway, the Accord is relatively
free of wind, road and engine noise, and feels firmly affixed to the pavement. Suspension tuning
errs on the side of communication about the road surface, but this is a good thing. Around
town, the Accord feels smaller than it isâ€”nimble, graceful and light on its feet. Parking this car
is easy, though the bigger inch wheels have a slightly negative impact on turning radius when
squeezing into tight spaces or making U-turns. Not that this should come as a surprise to
anyone. Most of the places an Accord owner is likely to come into contact with the cabin are
soft, plush and pleasing to the touch. Additionally, the Accord is roomy, spacious and
comfortable. There is no shortage of rear seat legroom, and while the rear backrest is reclined a
little too much for my liking, the bottom cushion is supportive. Measuring Also, note that the
trunk shrinks a bit to Honda is smart about how it packages technology for the Accord, giving
buyers what they most likely want in the more affordable trims. At the same time, however,
because the company offers factory options only for the EX-L model, the automaker
simultaneously limits customer choice. For example, if all you really care about is being able to
connect your smartphone via Bluetooth, to stream music and to both receive and send text
messages in a safe manner, then the Accord LX and Accord Sport meet your requirements. As
such, my Accord Sport test car was sparsely outfitted in terms of technology, but the modern
basics are present and accounted for. As I mentioned previously, Honda includes as standard
equipment for the Accord the features most people are most likely to want most of the time, but
asks buyers to spend more money on successively more expensive trim levels to gain access
to additional technology. Dealers can install rear parking assist sensors. Essentially, this is a
blind-spot monitoring system that works only for the right side of the car. Using a camera, the
system displays an actual view of what is alongside the Accord on the dashboard monitor.
Instead of LaneWatch, I wish the Accord had a traditional blind-spot information system that
worked on both sides and showed a warning light near the side mirrors and emitted a warning
beep to indicate potential danger. The good news is that the Accord gets excellent crash-test
ratings. As it does in every other section of this review, the Accord excels when it comes to cost
effectiveness. The least favorable thing I can say about it is that during my testing, which
included a mix of freeway, city, suburban and country driving, the Accord Sport returned In
other measures, the Accord proves itself worthy of left-brain consideration. Both J. Power and
Consumer Reports predict that this Honda will prove better than average in terms of long-term
dependability and reliability, while ALG gives the Accord a 5-star rating for holding its value
over time. Add the fact that Kelley Blue Book says the Accord demonstrates the lowest cost of
ownership over the first 5 years that it is parked in your driveway, and this car is even harder to
pass up. Better yet, because the Accord is a volume seller, dealers are almost always willing to
make a deal. As this review is written, Honda is clearing out models using subsidized leases
and low-interest financing. As soon as the old Accords are cleared from lots, this Accord will be
eligible for the same kinds of deals. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of
vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and
vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals
on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your
car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results,
go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine,
options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price
drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years.
Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Honda Accord listings in your area
Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first.

CarGurus User. Request Information. Why Use CarGurus? Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. I did not contact Carter about the Hyundai. We
talked about a new Subaru. They were very helpful and answered all my questions right away.
Poor communication. Not a good experience at all. Told them my next available off day was on a
Friday they said they would get back with me Thursday to let me know if the vehicle was sold I
never heard from him in the vehicle still on the website! So pretty poor customer service in my
opinion. This company played games with me! Ran my credit eight times and never did respond
back to me. What a lousy business! I attempt to call the representative he ignored my calls. Alex
is the best salesman ever. He is nice, gentle and really helpful. We found the car we need and
also the free delivery from Austin to Houston. It 's amazing. Great communication Changed my
mind on the truck and they were gracious and said to reach out again anytime. Tried to
undercut my trade by a few thousand. Admitted my vehicle was worth more but continued to
low ball. Not cool. Jose of this dealership responded promptly to my questions regarding a
BMW M3. We exchanged a couple of cordial e-mails and he provided the answers to my original
and follow-up questions which were very helpful in allowing me to make an informed decision
about the M3. Took a chance because there were only three pictures on website. Drove 2 hours
to see the car and was not at all what the few pictures of car represented. Tony was very
knowledgeable about electric cars, and helped me choose one based on my needs for work and
recreational travel. I requested text only which they did not instead he called me twice and I told
him text only. Will not contact this dealer again. This is by far the most enjoyable car shopping
experience I have in years. My sale rep, Luis Rivera, was very friendly and helpful. Everything
went so smooth. I would definitely recommend this dealership to anyone who is looking for a
car. Thank you for the great service! Great experience! Would highly recommend Emmet Thank
you My experience at this dealer was okay. The salesperson and management were responsive
and able to help get me a good rate. Good deals, but be ware of car conditions. Jenna was
extremely responsive and informative. She stayed in touch but was not overbearing. Good
experience. Very helpful and answered all my questions about the truck my purchase of the
truck went down great. Daniel made effort to look at the truck and give me the details as well as
check out the other truck on the lot. I'd recommend him to anyone looking to buy a vehicle;
whether I use his services or not. All went smoothly. For test drive to paper work, I could not
have been more pleased. I would recommend the company for used car needs and although I
did not use this function, leasing capabilities as well. My first experience with them wasn't great
but have since had great communication and appreciate their honesty of buying a cash vehicle
and driving it out of state. Shane, the sales mgr. He even volunteered to shuttle the truck there
and set up the appointment. It was a pleasure working with them. Great guys over there, willing
to talk with you and work with you. Unlike the previous Accord Hybrid, which ran from the to the
model years and sported a hefty pricetag but virtually no improvement in mileage over the
non-hybrid Accord, the present iteration touts up to 50 mpg city, with at least one test drive
showing a truly impressive This vastly improved 5-passenger gas-electric family and commuter
car 4-door, though still pricy, is expected to quiet the grumbles of Honda dealers who were
stuck with thousands of unsold first-gen Accord Hybrids. Look for 3 trims, the Base, EX-L and
Touring to comprise the Accord Hybrid lineup for , with all versions sporting the stylish
exteriors and premium interiors of their non-hybrid kinfolk. Be advised, however, that where the
non-hybrid Accord boasts Of course, this hybrid sports auto engine stop-start technology to
save on gas, as well as the ability to accelerate from a stop on electric power alone. Finally, one
test had the newest Accord Hybrid scooting from in 7. Cruise control and telescoping tilt-wheel
steering of course adorn this entry-level trim, as do a rear-view camera and dual-zone auto
climate control. Bluetooth hands-free calling, meantime, is complemented by a watt audio
system boasting a single-CD player and 6 speakers. The EX-L adds a power sunroof, leather
upholstery, heated power-adjustable front seats with driver's memory settings and a watt stereo
with 7 speakers and satellite radio. Moving up to the top-shelf Accord Hybrid Touring gets you
such standard extras as adaptive cruise control, a remote garage door opener, LED headlights
and hard-drive-based navigation with real-time traffic. Finally, the brand-new Accord Hybrid
comes with standard 4-wheel antilock brakes, traction and stability control and, in a nod to
modern trends, a standard blind-spot monitor. The standard front and rear head airbags,
meantime, are complemented by front side-mounted airbags, while LED running lights,
turn-signal-integrated mirrors and a remote antitheft alarm also come delivered on each trim.
We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on
CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all,
over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their
area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on
CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,

mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available
financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75
mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Honda Accord Hybrid listings in your area Search Coronavirus
update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User.
Request Information. Authorized Honda Dealer. Accessories for all trims, meanwhile, include
underbody spoilers and upgraded exterior moldings. Read more. Why Use CarGurus?
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. The vehicle is not in stock
and are ask me to buy another one! Not make sense to me. Family dealership that has a great
business model: Quick response; beautiful clean showroom; they showed me the complete
vehicle history before I asked- and they had the absolute lowest price in the market! No info
listed when I called Promised to forward when available. Honest and friendly communication.
Car did sell before I was able to see it but no fault of the dealer. Online it was listed with 1
accident with minor damage, but went to dealer to see the car and asked to see the accident
report more in depth turns out it was a major accident over 14k damage to front of car! No
wonder dealer hesitated to show actual report i had to ask a dozen times. Good to take in depth
look at any accident reports. Rivershore staff are top shelf!!! Ernie and Kevin are. Class ct and
made everything easy. From purchase to delivery, the whole process was flawless!!! Bought a
new car, Ray was great to deal with. The vehicle was a little out of my price range, but they
worked with me and i love my new car. Definitely recommend them! This dealer have been great
to deal with, quick to respond and found me the perfect vehicle. They werent pushy, i was from
out of town and they very honest about condition of the car. It was a small town feel, very happy
to travel to deal with them again. Taran got a hold of me quickly and I was able to go and see
and test drive the RAM Unfortunately, I'm still rebuilding my credit, and I was unable to acquire
financing to get the truck. I appreciate the time that everyone at Tower put in to try to make it
work for me. The dealership person that I worked with was very professional and helpful.
Although we did not buy the car we would recommend Northland Kia. I was looking at
purchasing this vehicle. Then they said not for sale, only a tester. Very poor advertising. I must
say it was a enjoyable experience. Made to feel at home at his dealership. Never forced any
extended warranties on me. Real nice guy. Everything was very good just what I expected. Very
promt ,truck was fueled up and ready to go. I would definitely recommend this dealer to friends
and family definitely 5 stars. Honda sells the Accord as a 2-door coupe and a 4-door sedan.
Honda offers two factory options for the Accord EX-L. All Accord Hybrids have a unique grille
and a special aluminum wheel design. In addition to plug-in hybrid powertrain technology that
gives it a short EV-only driving range, this model has bio-fabric upholstery, heated rear seats,
blue-tinted taillight bezels and forged aluminum wheels with aerodynamic covers. The Accord
Plug-in also includes an Acoustic Vehicle Alerting System to let bystanders know that an
electric vehicle is approaching. They range from useful features like remote engine start, rear
parking assist sensors, an auto-dimming rear-view mirror, a cargo net and a cool cargo hook, to
features seemingly designed to accelerate depreciation, such as door visors and an Aero Kit.
As I alluded to earlier, I like the way the Accord Sport looks, especially with its inch aluminum
wheels. Since it was redesigned for the model year, the Accord looks premium and upscale, taut
and athletic, like the sheet metal is wrapped as tightly as possible around the underlying
structure. Inside, the Accord demonstrates a class-above look and feel. Most models are
equipped with a horsepower, 2. Fuel economy ranges from 24 mpg in the city to 36 mpg on the
highway, depending on transmission choice. A hp, 3. This is a far more sophisticated setup
than what Honda has previously offered, comprised of a 2. Three different driver-selectable
powertrain modes are available: Electric-only, Hybrid and Engine-only. Taken together, these
components generate a combined horsepower, while the gasoline engine makes horsepower
when the car is operated in Engine-only mode. The EPA gives this model an astounding mpg
city fuel economy rating, in addition to 45 mpg on the highway and 47 mpg in combined driving.
For greater electric-only range at much higher speeds, the Accord Plug-in is designed to travel
up to 13 miles on electricity alone thanks to its larger 6. The first thing I noticed was how quiet
and refined this engine is, and how responsive the CVT is. Push the go pedal harder, such as
when accelerating down a freeway on-ramp, and it does exhibit the steady-rpm droning
common to this type of transmission. However, the droning is brief, and as soon as the driver
relents on the accelerator, the CVT quickly adjusts to lower rpm and quiets down in rapid
fashion. Cruising on the freeway, the Accord is relatively free of wind, road and engine noise,
and feels firmly affixed to the pavement. Suspension tuning errs on the side of communication
about the road surface, but this is a good thing. Around town, the Accord feels smaller than it
isâ€”nimble, graceful and light on its feet. Parking this car is easy, though the bigger inch
wheels have a slightly negative impact on turning radius when squeezing into tight spaces or

making U-turns. Not that this should come as a surprise to anyone. Most of the places an
Accord owner is likely to come into contact with the cabin are soft, plush and pleasing to the
touch. Additionally, the Accord is roomy, spacious and comfortable. There is no shortage of
rear seat legroom, and while the rear backrest is reclined a little too much for my liking, the
bottom cushion is supportive. Measuring Also, note that the trunk shrinks a bit to Honda is
smart about how it packages technology for the Accord, giving buyers what they most likely
want in the more affordable trims. At the same time, however, because the company offers
factory options only for the EX-L model, the automaker simultaneously limits customer choice.
For example, if all you really care about is being able to connect your smartphone via Bluetooth,
to stream music and to both receive and send text messages in a safe manner, then the Accord
LX and Accord Sport meet your requirements. As such, my Accord Sport test car was sparsely
outfitted in terms of technology, but the modern basics are present and accounted for. As I
mentioned previously, Honda includes as standard equipment for the Accord the features most
people are most likely to want most of the time, but asks buyers to spend more money on
successively more expensive trim levels to gain access to additional technology. Dealers can
install rear parking assist sensors. Essentially, this is a blind-spot monitoring system that
works only for the right side of the car. Using a camera, the system displays an actual view of
what is alongside the Accord on the dashboard monitor. Instead of LaneWatch, I wish the
Accord had a traditional blind-spot information system that worked on both sides and showed a
warning light near the side mirrors and emitted a warning beep to indicate potential danger. The
good news is that the Accord gets excellent crash-test ratings. As it does in every other section
of this review, the Accord excels when it comes to cost effectiveness. The least favorable thing I
can say about it is that during my testing, which included a mix of freeway, city, suburban and
country driving, the Accord Sport returned In other measures, the Accord proves itself worthy
of left-brain consideration. Both J. Power and Consumer Reports predict that this Honda will
prove better than average in terms of long-term dependability and reliability, while ALG gives
the Accord a 5-star rating for holding its value over time. Add the fact that Kelley Blue Book
says the Accord demonstrates the lowest cost of ownership over the first 5 years that it is
parked in your driveway, and this car is even harder to pass up. Better yet, because the Accord
is a volume seller, dealers are almost always willing to make a deal. As this review is written,
Honda is clearing out models using subsidized leases and low-interest financing. As soon as
the old Accords are cleared from lots, this Accord will be eligible for the same kinds of deals.
We'll help you find great deals among tens of thousands of vehicles available nationwide on
CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all,
over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their
area. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,
mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, or photos, our filters can
help with that too. All Years to All Years. Postal Code. Radius 25 km 50 km 75 km km km km
Nationwide. Find Honda Accord listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Request
Information. Authorized Honda Dealer. Why Use CarGurus? Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. Sales was accomodating, especially, Abdul, who
attended to me when I visited the dealership. Sofia contacted me first ASAP and followed it up
by sending me another message. I didn't buy from them, yet. Dropped in at dealership next day
and was very impressed. All vehicles in showroom are spotless and showroom floor is so clean.
Online it was listed with 1 accident with minor damage, but went to dealer to see the car and
asked to see the accident report more in depth turns out it was a major accident over 14k
damage to front of car! No wonder dealer hesitated to show actual report i had to ask a dozen
times. Good to take in depth look at any accident reports. Yes I was contacted, however never
looked at vehicle as I found another more suitable. Babs was courteous, pleasant and very
helpful. He was very honest in all his disclosure to me, and made the transaction seamless.
Response was quick and professional. Car was ready for test drive and all questions answered.
Truly pleasant experience. Needless to say I bought the vehicle. Well played sir! Gurmit is a
knowledgeable and experienced auto dealer.. Not your typical dealer with a lot of cars on the lot.
Just a small industrial unit. That didn't matter though. I was going to look at a specific car. The
owner was helpful with any questions. If you're looking for an ex police vehicle he manages to
find them in good shape. I ended up buying the car I went down to see. They were also helpful
enough to help me load it on my trailer. I contacted them to ask for the Carfax. They replied,
inviting me to go and see the car. I replied that I would like to see the Carfax first. They never
replied. I didn't go and see the car. Took a few days but eventually they got back to me. Pics in
add didnt show if the car had sunroof or pan roof. Questions answered! Rafael was helping us a

lot and was honest about the car we are interested with. My family was more than satisfied with
the ride I can use to see places we have never been in before. Thank you so much! I just
received a generic email linking me to their website. No salesman called or followed up. I am
truly reconsidering to choose a different Honda Civic 4-doors Sedan with Honda Civic Sensing
features built-in the overall quality of the car. Very good and comfortable to deal with. Valeri
Semenov was very upfront and professional. Thanks the dealer he explain me everything but
the probleme before I see online the honda CR-V LX price 26, he show me 27, and then at the
main time I show him price with my phone rigthway he told me sorry at that time am asking to
content to the manager the dealer he say why? After that I leve in the office. It was a good
experience to deal with Syed. He was very kind and gentle. He never pushed me to buy his
vehicle. Met Ali and got a the best deal on a pre owned vehicle in mint condition. Overall great
experience and in the future definitely I will recommended him to my friends and family.
Finelines Ali thank you for your hospitality and honesty. I was able to find a vehicle closer to
me. But WOW, so quick to reply and very helpful. If this hadn't worked out locally, I'd definitely
have dealt with them. Great sales person and followed up with us. Vehicle was as advertised,
well priced. Honda sells the Accord as a 2-door coupe and a 4-door sedan. Honda offers two
factory options for the Accord EX-L. All Accord Hybrids have a unique grille and a special
aluminum wheel design. In addition to plug-in hybrid powertrain technology that gives it a short
EV-only driving range, this model has bio-fabric upholstery, heated rear seats, blue-tinted
taillight bezels and forged aluminum wheels with aerodynamic covers. The Accord Plug-in also
includes an Acoustic Vehicle Alerting System to let bystanders know that an electric vehicle is
approaching. They range from useful features like remote engine start, rear parking assist
sensors, an auto-dimming rear-view mirror, a cargo net and a cool cargo hook, to features
seemingly designed to accelerate depreciation, such as door visors and an Aero Kit. As I
alluded to earlier, I like the way the Accord Sport looks, especially with its inch aluminum
wheels. Since it was redesigned for the model year, the Accord looks premium and upscale, taut
and athletic, like the sheet metal is wrapped as tightly as possible around the underlying
structure. Inside, the Accord demonstrates a class-above look and feel. Most models are
equipped with a horsepower, 2. Fuel economy ranges from 24 mpg in the city to 36 mpg on the
highway, depending on transmission choice. A hp, 3. This is a far more sophisticated setup
than what Honda has previously offered, comprised of a 2. Three different driver-selectable
powertrain modes are available: Electric-only, Hybrid and Engine-only. Taken together, these
components generate a combined horsepower, while the gasoline engine makes horsepower
when the car is operated in Engine-only mode. The EPA gives this model an astounding mpg
city fuel economy rating, in addition to 45 mpg on the highway and 47 mpg in combined driving.
For greater electric-only range at much higher speeds, the Accord Plug-in is designed to travel
up to 13 miles on electricity alone thanks to its larger 6. The first thing I noticed was how quiet
and refined this engine is, and how responsive the CVT is. Push the go pedal harder, such as
when accelerating down a freeway on-ramp, and it does exhibit the steady-rpm droning
common to this type of transmission. However, the droning is brief, and as soon as the driver
relents on the accelerator, the CVT quickly adjusts to lower rpm and quiets down in rapid
fashion. Cruising on the freeway, the Accord is relatively free of wind, road and engine noise,
and feels firmly affixed to the pavement. Suspension tuning errs on the side of communication
about the road surface, but this is a good thing. Around town, the Accord feels smaller than it
isâ€”nimble, graceful and light on its feet. Parking this car is easy, though the bigger inch
wheels have a slightly negative impact on turning radius when squeezing into tight spaces or
making U-turns. Not that this should come as a surprise to anyone. Most of the places an
Accord owner is likely to come into contact with the cabin are soft, plush and pleasing to the
touch. Additionally, the Accord is roomy, spacious and comfortable. There is no shortage of
rear seat legroom, and while the rear backrest is reclined a little too much for my liking, the
bottom cushion is supportive. Measuring Also, note that the trunk shrinks a bit to Honda is
smart about how it packages technology for the Accord, giving buyers what they most likely
want in the more affordable trims. At the same time, however, because the company offers
factory options only for the EX-L model, the automaker simultaneously limits customer choice.
For example, if all you really care about is being able to connect your smartphone via Bluetooth,
to stream music and to both receive and send text messages in a safe manner, then the Accord
LX and Accord Sport meet your requirements. As such, my Accord Sport test car was sparsely
outfitted in terms of technology, but the modern basics are present and accounted for. As I
mentioned previously, Honda includes as standard equipment for the Accord the features most
people are most likely to want most of the time, but asks buyers to spend more money on
successively more expensive trim levels to gain access to additional technology. Dealers can
install rear parking assist sensors. Essentially, this is a blind-spot monitoring system that

works only for the right side of the car. Using a camera, the system displays an actual view of
what is alongside the Accord on the dashboard monitor. Instead of LaneWatch, I wish the
Accord had a traditional blind-spot information system that worked on both sides and showed a
warning light near the side mirrors and emitted a warning beep to indicate potential danger. The
good news is that the Accord gets excellent crash-test ratings. As it does in every other section
of this review, the Accord excels when it comes to cost effectiveness. The least favorable thing I
can say about it is that during my testing, which included a mix of freeway, city, suburban and
country driving, the Accord Sport returned In other measures, the Accord proves itself worthy
of left-brain consideration. Both J. Power and Consumer Reports predict that this Honda will
prove better than average in terms of long-term dependability and reliability, while ALG gives
the Accord a 5-star rating for holding its value over time. Add the fact that Kelley Blue Book
says the Accord demonstrates the lowest cost of ownership over the first 5 years that it is
parked in your driveway, and this car is even harder to pass up. Better yet, because the Accord
is a volume seller, dealers are almost always willing to make a deal. As this review is written,
Honda is clearing out models using subsidized leases and low-interest financing. As soon as
the old Accords are cleared from lots, this Accord will be eligible for the same kinds of deals.
We'll help you find great deals among tens of thousands of vehicles available nationwide on
CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all,
over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their
area. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,
mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, or photos, our filters can
help with that too. All Years to All Years. Postal Code. Radius 25 km 50 km 75 km km km km
Nationwide. Email me price drops and new listings for these results. Best deals first. CarGurus
User. Request Information. Authorized Honda Dealer. AA Canada Inc. Octane Used Cars. Has
some cosmetics issues, no tire removed tools, driver seat electrical problem, and pain peel off
from hood and fenders. Features are ok. I was coming from an Audi A7 so hard to compare.
Great value but did think the stereo was a little disappointing. We currently also own a Acura Tl
with the tech package and the audio system in that is way better then even the Audi with the
Bose system. Other then that really like the Accord. Oh my, what a great vehicle. Superior
function with great features! I feel it is an excellent buy. The touring model is tops! Why Use
CarGurus? Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. The dealership
was prompt in contacting me back on my questions. They provided good information on the
condition of the vehicle that helped me decided if it was a good fit for me budget wise. Probably
the best overall experience ever with a car dealer. Mark was very helpful with all of the purchase
details and I would definitely do business with them again. I didn't end up buying because
someone else snatched the truck I wanted! I was gonna' drive two hours to check it out, but
Mark was gracious enough to give me a heads up that the car sold so that I didn't make the
drive for nothing. Overall, I was satisfied with my experience at this dealership. I was greated
with such kindness and they had tons of patience working with me. Even though I did not make
a purchase seeing I know what I want and at what price they have been reaching out to me and
informing me on new inventory. I traveled from another county to purchase a vehicle. I got there
and we did the paperwork. I was looking to purchase without their warranty. Below were the
results: Online price: 14, After paperwork price: 24, Avoid this dealer and save yourself some
time. My husband and I had a wonderful experience with this dealership. With busy schedules
and living a distance away we were able to handle business over the phone and in person. We
were impressed with their business ethics and would recommend family and friends to them.
We also are loving our new pilot. Thanks to the representative Katie who reached out
immediately to our inquiry, our sale rep Maria and the financial and sales manager for your
work, honesty, and great experience. I drove to the dealer on Saturday as I was on my way I was
told the vehicle was sold. I looked at other options of which also told no longer available. These
are deceptive practices to entice buyers interest and once ready to commit vehicle is no longer
available. I will never recommend this dealer to anyone. Great price, nice trade in value for the
old car, pre-qualification speeds up the process, love the vehicle. Prompt service! Emily
Labonte was very helpful! Also, Malik and Grant are very courteous! I was very interested in this
Wrangler so instead of selling me a Jeep they raised the price and would not honor their
advertised price. I suppose I should not have admitted my interest, because they took
advantage of my honesty. I apologize, but please accept my one star rating without crying about
it. Excellent customer service. Friendly honest and made the grueling car buying experience
much more manageable. Louis took great care of us. They never called me back to let me know
if the car was still available. And at the end they said they sold the car. Only wanted to have it
paid for in cash. Car was advertised significantly higher than a normal similar model and was

totaled with all the damage after I got it inspected. If you get a car from here get it checked out
before you spend any money. Read the fine print. The car you are looking at is not priced at
what it says. This dealership adds another 2k or more to the price. Although I didn't purchase a
car with them, they were very good with responding and helping with my search. Prompt initial
responses from several people. They did not answer my initial questions right away. I had to
re-ask in follow-up email. Be sure to read disclaimer about dealer closing fees. Maybe more
dealers are doing this now or is more common in certain parts of the country. I think they made
a reasonable effort overall. Never did get a value for possible trade. The Honda Accord claims a
number of "firsts" in its storied history. In , it became the first Japanese-owned passenger car
manufactured in the U. In , it was the first front-wheel-drive car with a racing-inspired four-wheel
double-wishbone suspension, which gave it a sporty feel. And in , it was among the first
vehicles in its segment to offer side-curtain airbags as standard equipment. No wonder the
Accord has sold nearly 10 million units since its introduction in and remains one of the
bestselling vehicles in the U. The Honda Accord can best be described as well-rounded, since it
excels in a number of areas, including reliability, comfort, performance, safety, and affordability.
For , the Accord comes in a number of variations, including sedan and coupe trims, as well as
the new Accord-based Crosstour crossover utility vehicle, or CUV. The Crosstour comes
equipped with a rear tailgate, providing access to its versatile cargo area. Standard power for
the Accord comes in the form of a hp, 2. Owners can add an optional hp, 3. The Accord
consistently ranks high in the opinions of reviewers and owners, and has been named one of
Car and Driver's 10 Best an impressive 21 times. Reviewers like its well-rounded nature, and the
Accord meets owners' expectations in just about every category. It performs and handles well,
looks contemporary and stylish, and offers a roomy, well-equipped, and well-thought-out
interior. In addition, the Accord consistently achieves high safety ratings and excels in
reliability and affordability. The Accord currently faces stiff competition in its category, and
some reviewers feel it may be losing ground to better designed and more aggressive
competitors. But Honda continues to hold on to its reputation for quality when other
automakers such as Toyota haven't fared so well. Competitive sedans built by Ford and
Hyundai, to name just two automakers, will continue to put pressure on the Accord, but its
longevity and well-regarded brand name will continue to make it a viable choice for prospective
buyers seeking a practical, reliable, well-designed daily commuter. With the introduction of the
Accord's eighth generation in and the debut of the Accord Crosstour in , a ninth-generation
Accord remains several years in the future. However, some reviewers consider the Accord
slightly dated, and Honda has responded by regularly updating the Accord's interior and
exterior. The automaker made minor updates to the interior in , and for revised the Accord's
grille, front bumper, trunk, and wheels. More extensive revisions, however, will more than likely
have to wait for a generation change around or Building on the legacy of the popular,
fuel-efficient Honda Civic, the Accord debuted in and proved popular with buyers right out of
the gate, in part because it entered a global economy in the midst of an energy crisis. Facing
long lines at the pumps, many buyers were ready for more fuel-efficient transportation that
didn't compromise on performance, comfort, style, reliability, or practicality. The Accord fit the
bill perfectly. As the Civic's larger, better-equipped older brother, the Accord arrived in a single
two-door hatchback trim sitting on a Its hp, 1. An upscale Accord LX debuted in , and a
four-door sedan with a hp, 1. In , an SE Special Edition trim with leather upholstery, power
windows, audio system with cassette player, and alloy wheels helped build the Accord's
reputation for quality and comfort. The first-generation Accord proved so popular that demand
overshot supply, and dealer markups were not uncommon. In late , Honda introduced the
second-generation Accord, slated for the model year. Featuring sedans built in the U. Honda
stretched the wheelbase by about 3 inches and overall length by a little less than 2 inches. The
automaker also restyled the Accord's body to give it a more upscale look. Trims included the
base two-door hatchback, the LX two-door hatchback, and a four-door sedan. In , Honda
introduced an optional four-speed automatic transmission, replacing the previous three-speed,
and in the automaker introduced a new trim, the SE-i, powered by a fuel-injected 1. The Accord
got bigger in just about every way for its third generation. The wheelbase grew again, by 5. The
powerplant grew as well, to 2. The fourth-generation Accord debuted in the fall of for the model
year. Again, Honda stretched the wheelbase, to Perhaps as a result of the Accord's lengthening
wheelbase, the hatchback disappeared from the lineup, which now included sedans and coupes
at DX and LX trim levels, as well as at a new high-end EX level. A new 2. In , all Accords received
a driver's-side airbag as standard equipment. Highlights of the fifth generation, which
incorporated the to model years, included the introduction of the Accord's first V6 engine in
This 2. The automaker offered the V6 in LX and EX trims, which featured a slightly longer nose
and a unique chrome grille. Some reviewers considered the exterior design of the

fifth-generation Accord somewhat clunky, especially when compared to the more refined design
of the previous generation. Once again, the Accord's wheelbase grew in length, to In , the
sixth-generation Accord arrived in showrooms, with distinctive styling for sedan and coupe
trims. Honda also smoothed out the clunkier lines of the previous generation. In addition, the
coupe rode on a slightly shorter For the sixth generation, Honda dropped the wagon from the
lineup. Dual front airbags became standard, while side airbags were standard in EX trims and
available for the DX and LX trim levels. The seventh generation bowed in with extensive
retooling inside and out. Once again, Honda abandoned the Accord's sleek exterior lines in
favor of a solid yet less fluid look. The Accord rode on a more tightly tuned double-wishbone
suspension, which provided more precise handling, while the interior excelled in form and
function. Still front-wheel driven, the Accord offered a choice of a hp four-cylinder or a hp V6
engine and three transmissions, including a new five-speed automatic, which came standard in
V6 trims, and a new six-speed manual, which was available only in the V6 coupe. With the
seventh generation, Honda introduced an optional navigation system for the Accord and made
dual front and side-curtain airbags standard on every Accord trim in In addition, the Accord
Hybrid, with a unique powerplant generating hp, debuted in By the time the current eighth
generation arrived in , the Accord's wheelbase had stretched Accord highlights for the eighth
generation include the incorporation of Honda's Advanced Compatibility Engineering body
structure, which further improves ride and handling, and the inclusion of the automaker's
Vehicle Stability Assist as standard equipment in every trim. Throughout its history, the Accord
has consistently won numerous awards. It also was a finalist for Motor Trend's Car of the Year.
Consumer Reports tapped V6-powered Accords built in , including the Accord Hybrid, as
particularly good used-car buys. However, some feel the Hybrid's slightly better fuel economy
numbers when compared to a four-cylinder-powered Accord do not justify its higher price tag.
Prospective buyers with an eye toward safety may want to consider used Accords built after ,
when front and side-curtain airbags became standard equipment in every trim. A year later,
Honda offered optional stability control, so buyers should keep an eye out for Accord trims
equipped with that system. The tightly tuned suspension of the seventh-generation Accord
provided a comfortable ride, but some reviewers report less-than-stellar brakes and handling for
cars manufactured during this period. Reviewers had similar comments about the
sixth-generation Accord , which offered a roomy cabin and good reliability, but delivered a
rather dull drive. However, in head-to-head driving comparisons with competitive vehicles, the
Accord performed very well and remains a good used-car option. The more-affordable
fifth-generation Accords also make good used-car options for buyers. Again, buyers may want
to keep an eye out for V6-powered trims, and even the top-of-the-line EX trims from this
generation will be affordable to budget-minded buyers. We'll help you find great deals among
the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer
reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to
find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old
ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your
search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain,
color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner,
recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. Used Honda
Accord for Sale Nationwide. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi
Nationwide. Find Honda Accord listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Authorized Honda
Dealer. Image Not Available. Read more. The car was a legendary flop, a collage of compromise.
While American sedans have come and gone, the Honda Accord has kept a singular purpose
and the same name for 42 straight years. Yet unlike most fa. Honda bestows a number of
improvements upon the Accord, making the popul
2013 toyota avalon owners manual
2006 ford explorer fuse diagram
05 saturn vue
ar family sedan better in several ways. Unfortunately, numerous flaws remain, small oversights
that, collectively, produce. Honda Accord Reviews Review. Has some cosmetics issues, no tire
removed tools, driver seat electrical problem, and pain peel off from hood and fenders. Features
are ok. I was coming from an Audi A7 so hard to compare. Great value but did think the stereo
was a little disappointing. We currently also own a Acura Tl with the tech package and the audio
system in that is way better then even the Audi with the Bose system. Other then that really like
the Accord. Oh my, what a great vehicle. Superior function with great features! I feel it is an
excellent buy. The touring model is tops! Why Use CarGurus? Honda dealers in Atlanta GA.

Honda dealers in Chicago IL. Honda dealers in Dallas TX. Honda dealers in Houston TX. Honda
dealers in Los Angeles CA. Honda dealers in Miami FL. Honda dealers in New York NY. Honda
dealers in Philadelphia PA. Honda dealers in Washington DC.

